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What can we learn while dealing with culture and the arts?
What does culture mean?
What is a competence? And what are cultural competences?
Three school classes, three cultural institutions, EDUCULT and partners from research and practice will
work on these and other questions relating to cultural competence as a cross-subject aesthetic field in
school.
With its interdisciplinary and multi-perspective project team, the project is supposed to generate cuttingedge results. Besides pupils and teachers from three schools in Vienna, Lower Austria and Carinthia, a
theatre, an opera house and a contemporary arts museum are part of the team. EDUCULT as the main
research coordinator is supported by partners from research, school development and teacher training to
ensure the dissemination of the project findings.
The project is split into four terms:
•
•
•
•

Project preparation – Meeting the partners, clarifying the aims, planning the details
Research training & cultural practice –three modules: What does a researcher do? What are the
arts and culture? What is cultural competence?
Cultural laboratories & research on cultural competences – active learning in arts and culture,
individual projects and reflection
Analysis and presentation – final analysis, presentation and dissemination

The three project teams are:
Neue Mittelschule Himberg, NÖ
Öko-Mittelschule Anton-Baumgart, Wien
Neue Mittelschule St. Ursula, Kärnten

Dschungel Wien
Theater an der Wien
Museum Moderner Kunst Kärnten

The following partners are supporting this project with their expertise: mdw – University of Music and
Performing Arts Vienna, Pädagogische Hochschule Kärnten, University of Applied Arts Vienna,
Bundeskoordinationszentrum für schulische Kulturarbeit, BIFIE etc.
Kontakt: Tanja Nagel
E-Mail: tanja.nagel@educult.at
Telefon: +43-1-522-31 27 22

EDUCULT – Denken und Handeln im Kulturbereich
Museumsplatz 1/e.-1.6, 1070 Wien
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